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The integration of the metasurface and antenna has brought new vitality to function
integration and performance improvement for metasurfaces. In this study, we propose a
radiation-scattering–integrated (RSI) design method of functional metasurfaces by
incorporating antenna radiators into the substrates. The antenna radiators can also be
considered as a band-stop frequency selective surface (FSS) embedded within the
dielectric substrate, which adds up to the degree of freedom (DOF) in tailoring
electromagnetic (EM) properties of the substrate. In this way, not only radiation
function is added to the metasurfaces but also the original scattering-manipulation
function is augmented. As an example, we apply this method to the design of a
metasurface that can achieve a high radiation gain in-band and low-RCS out-of-band
simultaneously. An antenna array was first designed, which uses circular patches as the
radiators. Then, the antenna array was used as the substrate of a typical polarization
conversion (PC) metasurface. The circular patch lies between the ground plane and the PC
meta-atom, providing optimal electrical substrate thickness for PC at two separate bands.
By adjusting structural parameters, the operating band of the antenna array can be made
to lie in between the two PC bands. In this way, the metasurface can simultaneously
possess high-gain radiation function in-band and high-efficiency PC function for RCS
reduction out-of-band. A prototype was fabricated and measured. Both the simulated and
measured results show that the metasurface can achieve satisfactory radiation gain in-
band and significant RCS reduction out of band. This work provides an alternative method
of designing multi-functional metasurfaces, which may find applications in smart skins and
others.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials have undergone an unprecedented development since its birth. Analogous to
conventional materials consisting of molecules or atoms, metamaterials are usually composed of
sub-wavelength dielectric or metallic resonators (also called meta-atoms) (Pendry, 2000; Smith et al.,
2004; Cheng and Cui, 2006; Wang et al., 2010). Physical properties of metamaterials can be freely
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engineered by tailoring resonances of meta-atoms (Sihvola, 2007;
Hao et al., 2009; Han et al., 2018). Thus, metamaterials have
shown unique advantages in manipulating electromagnetic
waves. Metasurfaces can be considered as planar metamaterials
(Yu et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2013). Due to low profile, easy
fabrication, and other advantages, metasurfaces have received
significant attention from the academic community in the last
decade (Sun et al., 2012; Diaz-Rubio et al., 2017).

The study of metasurfaces initially began with the phase
gradient metasurface (PGM) proposed in 2011 (Yu et al.,
2011). According to Fermat’s principle, F. Capasso et al.
designed a PGM composed of V-shaped meta-atoms. By
designing the orientation and opening angle of the unit, the
phase response of the meta-atom to electromagnetic waves can be
regulated. The V-shaped structural elements with different
response phases are arranged periodically according to the
phase profile predicted by the theory so that the propagation
direction of the electromagnetic wave can be freely controlled.
Using metasurfaces, polarization, amplitude, and the phase of the
electromagnetic (EM) waves can be controlled by designing the
pattern of meta-atoms, adjusting the geometric parameters and
loading resistor, etc. (Iriarte Galarregui et al., 2013; Chen et al.,
2016; Xu et al., 2016; Diaz-Rubio et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2017;
Lv et al., 2020). Later, the ideology and methodology of the
antenna design was introduced into the metasurface design,
which injects new vitality into the development of
metasurfaces (Jiang et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017; Huang and
Shen, 2019; Zhang et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020). Based on
the receiver–transmitter antenna design, Peng Xie et al. proposed
a metasurface which is capable of linear-to-circular PC (Xie et al.,
2019). Two different antenna elements with similar radiation
performances and different reflection phases are designed and
arranged as the chessboard metasurface so as to integrate the
radiation and scattering performances in the same metasurface
aperture (Liu et al., 2019).

In the metasurface design, researchers usually focus on the
period, structural patterns, and spatial orientations of the meta-
atom. A large number of functional metasurfaces have been put
forward that were composed with various meta-atom patterns
and periodicities. Nevertheless, an important influential factor,
the substrate thickness, is neglected and is usually supposed to be
with a constant physical size. In fact, the electrical thickness of the
substrate can introduce a new degree of freedom (DOF) for the
metasurface design. Tailoring the electrical thickness of the
substrate will bring new vitality to function integration and
performance improvement of functional metasurfaces.

Inspired by this, in this study, we propose a method of
designing radiation-scattering–integrated metasurfaces using
antenna-embedded substrates. Antenna radiator structures are
embedded within the substrate, which can not only be used as an
antenna to radiate EM waves but also exhibit band-stop
properties. This allows the electrical thickness of the substrate
to vary with frequency, which can be tailored deliberately to
achieve multiple functions at different bands. As an example, a
dual-band PC metasurface with a co-polarization reflection
“window” was designed by inserting a circular patch antenna
into the substrate of a conventional PCmeta-atom. Ametasurface

with 8 × 8meta-atoms is constructed by feeding the circular patch
with the same amplitude and phase through the feeding network.
The metasurface can radiate the EM waves with a high gain in-
band. For incident EM waves out of band, the reflected waves will
be scattered towards four oblique directions due to scattering
cancellation, leading to significant reduction of RCS. A prototype
was fabricated and measured. Both the simulated and measured
results verify the in-band high-gain and out-band RCS reduction
functions. This work provides an alternative way of designing
multi-functional metasurfaces.

2 INSPIRATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

2.1 Influences of Substrate Thickness
The traditional reflective metasurface consists of a metal pattern,
a dielectric substrate, and a metal back plate. Different patterns of
metal structures represent different properties (Modi et al., 2017;
Zheng et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016). But no matter what kind of
structure, the performance and response of the metasurface
cannot be separated from the dielectric substrate. In other
words, the thickness of the substrate is an important factor
affecting the metasurface properties. A common PC meta-
atom (Fan et al., 2018; Fu et al., 2021) shown in Figure 1A is
employed to specify the importance of the substrate thickness.
The biarc meta-atom has great PC performance. The blue part in
Figure 1 is the dielectric substrate. Figure 1B depicts the
variation of the reflection with the substrate thickness df1.
When df1 � 6 mm, the meta-atom has a great PC performance
at high frequencies (9–13 GHz) and then increases df1 to 10 mm.
At this point, the PC efficiency of high frequencies is significantly
reduced. When d � 14 mm, it can be seen that the PC efficiency
greatly improves at low frequencies. After many simulations, we
find that there are some spikes in the co-polarized reflectance,
which is mainly caused by the resonance of the metasurface
structure. However, this does not affect our analysis of the
influence of thickness on the PC performance of the metasurface.

In general, the periodicity of a meta-atom determines its
operating frequency band. However, as can be seen from
Figure 1, when the periodicity is fixed, different substrate
thicknesses will also change the working frequency band.
Therefore, in addition to the element periodicity, element
geometric pattern and parameters, dielectric constant of the
substrate, and the thickness of several shifts are also one of
the important factors affecting the metasurface performance.
However, as a 2D array of sub-wavelength metallic patterns,
the research on the metasurface has always focused on the design
of the metal pattern structure and neglected the longitudinal
thickness of the substrate. Therefore, the design freedom of the
metasurface can be improved by engineering the thickness of the
medium.

2.2 Configuration and Implementation
Inspired by the influence of substrate thickness on the operation
frequency band, we can freely design the double PC band
metasurface by manipulating the efficient thickness meeting
the requirement of different operation bands. For such a
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design, the most critical step is to realize that the effective
thickness varies with the frequency.

The most straightforward idea is to make the unit medium
have double “catopter”, which low-frequency electromagnetic
waves through the first catopter and reflected by the second,
while high-frequency electromagnetic waves are directly reflected
by the first reflective plate. The introduction of the antenna design
has injected new life into the metasurface. The patch is a typical
microstrip antenna and can radiate EMW. From another
perspective, the circular patch can be regarded as an FSS
structure which realizes the pass band in a low frequency
while the stop band in a high frequency.

The functional schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2. The
patch antenna radiator is inserted into the substrate of the biarc

meta-atom and acts as a second high frequency catopter in
addition to the metal back plate. Through such design, the
thickness required of the PC is satisfied at both the low
frequency and high frequency, and the PC dispersion of the
meta-atom is customized. Outside the two PC bands, a co-
polarized window is deliberately left as the radiation window.
The EMWs radiated by the patch can pass directly through the
element without changing the polarization state and radiation
direction while ensuring the out-of-band scattering by utilizing
the difference of the PB phase response to polarization. Through
the above study, a bridge can be built in the design of the
metasurface and antenna and makes the integrated design of
radiation and scattering possible.

3 REALIZATION AND SIMULATION

3.1 Antenna Radiator and Array
As a typical microstrip antenna, the circular patch has excellent
radiation properties. Its structural schematic diagram is shown in
Figure 3; the main composition includes the following: the
circular patch, dielectric substrate (F4B, εr � 2.65, the loss
tangent of 0.001), metal, and coaxial port. The geometric
parameters of the antenna include the following: the period of
the antenna element (18 mm, 0.4λ, where the is the wavelength at
7.3 GHz), the thickness of the substrate (2.7 mm), and the radius
of the patch (7 mm). The S11 and radiation patterns of the patch
antenna are given in Figures 3B,C by simulation. The main
characteristic is that the radiation beam angle is larger, but the
gain is lower. When a large gain is needed on a particular
occasion, a plurality of antennas are usually required to form
an antenna array to meet the requirement. Thus, the proposed
antennas are arrayed to form an 8 × 8 array with the size of

FIGURE 1 | (A) Biarc meta-atom. (B) Co-polarized reflection varies with the foam thickness.

FIGURE 2 | Diagram of the proposed design.
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144 × 144 mm. Inspired by the Wilkinson power splitter, a sixty-
four port microstrip feeding network (MFN) is employed to
excite the antenna array. The S11 and radiation diagrams after
the array are shown in Figures 2E,F, and the gain increased to
19.7 dB at 7.3 GHz.

3.2 Antenna-Embedded Substrate
The circular patch is not only a radiator but also an FSS with
frequency selection characteristics (low frequency transmission
and high frequency reflection). The traditional polarized
conversion metasurface also has three layers, namely, the
polarized rotating structure, dielectric substrate, and metal
reflector plate, and the structure form is basically the same as
the radiator. According to the theoretical analysis in Section 2,
the performance of the polarized conversion surface is not only

related to the structure pattern and period but is also closely
related to the thickness of the dielectric substrate. Based on this,
we can insert the circular patch into the dielectric substrate. The
patch has band resistance characteristics, showing band pass
characteristics at low frequencies and band resistance
characteristics at high frequencies. Therefore, by inserting the
patch into the substrate, it can simultaneously satisfy the
condition that the thickness is small at high frequency and
large at low frequency.

The electrical substrate thickness of the PC surface at different
frequencies is adjusted via the band stop characteristic of the
circular patch to meet the optimal thickness at different
frequencies.

The combined structure is designed and shown in Figure 4.
Figures 4A,B are the top and perspective view of the unit. The

FIGURE 3 | (A) Configuration of the antenna. (B) S11 of the antenna. (C) 3-D radiation patterns of the circular patch at 7.3 GHz. (D) Configuration of the antenna
array. (E) S11 of the antenna array. (F) 3-D radiation patterns of the antenna array at 7.3 GHz.
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circular patch structure, a typical FSS structure, is inserted into
the biarc unit. The metal patterns are etched on the F4B (εr � 2.65,
the loss tangent of 0.001). The patterned slabs are pasted on
polymethacrylimide (PMI) foams with εr � 1.1. Other geometrical
parameters are as follows: a � 18.0 mm, w1 � 0.6 mm, w2 �
0.5 mm, d1 � 1.5 mm, d2 � 6 mm, d3 � 2.7 mm, α � 66, and r �
7 mm. The reflection (ryx, rxx, rxy and ryy) is shown in Figure 4C,
in which ryx (rxx) represents the cross- (co-) polarization
reflectivity under the x polarized wave while rxy (ryy) is the
cross- (co-) polarization reflectivity under y polarized waves.
Encouragingly, we can see the design can realize high PCR in
two bands. One band is 2.9–6.1 GHz, and the other is
8.2–13.7 GHz. The co-polarized reflection is even lower than
−10 dB. Besides, between the two cross-polarization reflection

frequency bands, there is a co-polarization reflection window. In
the co-polarization band, the cross-polarization reflection is even
lower than −10 dB, too.

The polarization characteristics required by the theory are realized
by inserting the antenna. In 2014, the researchers developed the PB
phase concept and studied its relationship to the angle of rotation
meta-atom. It is found that the phase of PB is only related to the
orientation of the element and is independent of the frequency, that
is, when the element is rotated by a, the phase changes by 2a. In
addition, the PB phase only affects cross-polarized waves. According
to the characteristics that the PB phase only responds to the cross-
polarized wave, the phase profile of the out-of-band wave can be
designed by rotating the biarc unit. Based on such an idea, the biarc
structure was rotated 90 around the center. The cross-polarization

FIGURE 4 | (A) Perspective view of the meta-atom. (B) Diagram of the meta-atom. (C) Co- and cross-polarized reflection of the meta-atom.

FIGURE 5 | (A) Reflection amplitude and phase change before and after rotation (The different lines represent the rotation before and after). (B) Reflection and
transmission of the PC surface under the x-polarized wave.
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reflection amplitude and the phase before and after the rotation are
simulated and displayed in Figure 5A. Through rotation, the
reflection phase required for the checkerboard arrangement is
obtained while the amplitude is kept unchanged.

However, there is another issue need to be confirmed, that is,
whether the radiation performance would be affected while
increasing and arranging the PC surface into a chessboard
structure. In this regard, the transmission and the reflection of
the PC surface and the dielectric sheet are also simulated and
depicted in Figure 5B. It is attested that the co-polarized
transmission mainly occurs when the wave through the PC
surface without the metal board and the phase of the co-
polarized transmission wave will not change. Thus, it will not
worsen the antenna array radiation performance.

3.3 Radiation-Scattering–Integrated
Function
The previous section demonstrated that the desired polarization
characteristic can be obtained by inserting the antenna radiator
into the substrate and forming a new meta-atom. The
metasurface can be seen as an antenna aperture with low
scatter and a great radiation performance.

First, we consider arranging the PC surface to manipulate the
scattering wave. One of the most significant research methods to
reduce the RCS is to propose the checkerboard structure. Its
operation mechanism is based on the cancellation effect of both
contributions. The RCS reduction can be approximately
calculated by the following equation (Pang et al., 2018):

RRCS � 10lg
∣∣∣∣(1 − f)A1 + fA0e

j△φ
∣∣∣∣
2
, (1)

where A0 and A1 are the amplitudes of the different areas of the
checkerboard, is the phase difference of the different area; f is the
area fraction of the area 0. In other words, if the two meta-atoms
have the same amplitude and the 180 ± 37 phase difference, the
total scattering field will be cancelled in the normal direction and
redirected toward the four principal quadrants.

In this case, the RCS and the far-field scattering pattern of the
metasurface after arranging the chessboard are simulated and shown

in Figure 6. Compared to the same size metal sheet, the bandwidth
of RCS reduction covers 2.5–5.5 GHz and 8–12 GHz corresponding
to a fractional bandwidth of 75 and 40%, respectively. From the far-
field scattering pattern shown in the illustration, it is clearly seen that
the EMW is scattered away from the normal incident direction.

Then, we consider the radiation performance comparison, it is
shown in Figures 6B,C. When inserting the antenna array into
the PC surface substrate, we can see that the radiation gain is
improved. This is mainly due to the cavity formed between the
upper PC surface and the antenna surface. As can be seen in
Figure 6B, when an electromagnetic wave passes through a PC
surface, some is reflected rather than completely passed through
the PC surface. This energy is reflected again by the antenna and
re-reaches the polarized rotating surface. After multiple
reflectance and transmission superposition, the gain is improved.

Compared with the metasurface of non-rotation, the gain loss is
lower than 1 dB. The reason causing the gain loss is that the upper PC
surface will inevitably produce a transmitted PC, even though the
energy is small. This causes a small part of the radiated EMW to be
scattered as cross-polarized waves when it passes through the PC
surface, and the 3-D far-field scattering pattern depicted in Figure 6B
also demonstrates it. Nevertheless, overall, the simulation result
indicates that the proposed metasurface can realize the out-of-
band RCS reduction while radiating the EMW. The radiation
efficiency is simulated and shown in Figure 6C. The in-band high
efficiency is realized, although the efficiency has a little loss.While for
the out-of-band, the efficiency decreases rapidly because of the
impedance mismatch. Additionally, the corresponding aperture
efficiency of the proposed metasurface from 6.5 to 8.5 GHz is also
given in Figure 5C, which is calculated by (Zhang et al., 2020):

εap � Gλ2

4πA
, (2)

where G and A denote the simulated gain and the physical area of
the reflect array aperture. It is seen that the aperture efficiency has
a maximum value of 74.1% at 7.3°GHz, which indicates a good
radiation performance.

To verify the designed metasurface’s radiation property, its
radiation patterns are simulated and shown in Figure 7. At the

FIGURE 6 | (A) Simulated RCS under the x-polarized wave and the illustrations are 3-D far-field scattering pattern at 5.0 and 10.0 GHz. (B) Simulated peak gain
with and without rotating the PC unit. The illustration is radiation pattern at 7.3 GHz. (C) Radiation efficiency and aperture efficiency of the metasurface.
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central frequency 7.3°GHz, the gain is 20.3°dB, the 3 dB angular
width is 14° degrees, and the side lobe is −12.4 dB. By comparing
the cross-polarized and co-polarized components, the cross-
polarized level is lower than -10dB, which demonstrated that
the metasurface’s radiation still has good polarization purity
despite the existence of the PC metasurface in the upper layer.

4 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

In order to further confirm the design method and the
metasurface performance, we fabricated a prototype with an
area of 144 × 144 mm, and the structure of each layer is
shown in Figure 8A. From the bottom to top are the

FIGURE 7 | Simulated radiation pattern of the metasurface. (A) 7.1 GHz, (B) 7.3 GHz, and (C) 7.5 GHz.

FIGURE 8 | (A) Prototype photographs. (B) Simulated and measured S11. (C) Simulated and measured radiation pattern at 7.3 GHz.
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following: the feed network, patch structure, foam, and polarized
conversion structure. The radiation performances and the mono-
static RCS of the metasurface are measured. Specifically, the S11
and the far-field radiation patterns of E and H plane are depicted
in Figure 8C, respectively. For clarity, the simulation results are
also given. It is observed that both the measured and simulated
results agree well except that the measured S11 expands 250 MHz
to low frequency. The main cause of frequency deviation is
machining error, including coaxial port welding and
microstrip line width, etc. Consistent with the simulation, the
designed antenna can radiate efficiently within the 7.1–7.5
frequency band, and Figure 8C gives the measured far-field
radiation patterns of E and H plane at f � 7.3 GHz (center
frequency). The measured gain of the antenna array can
achieve 19.6dB, which is a little bit lower than simulated
(20.3°dB). The main reason why the measured result is lower
than the simulated is that there are certain errors of the feed
network and coaxial port compared with the simulationmodel. In
addition, the air gap will increase the thickness when the upper
metasurface is composited with the antenna array, which also
affects the test result to a certain extent. However, the radiation
performance of the measured gain is basically consistent with that
of the simulation, which further verifies the feasibility of the
design method.

Figure 9 depicts the measured mono-static RCS versus
incident angle θi (−20∼20) at f � 5.0 and 10.0°GHz,
respectively. And, the measured RCS of the metallic plate with
the same area as the antenna array ground is also presented. By
comparing with the metal plate, it can be found that the antenna
array reduces RCS effectively in the normal direction, which is
basically consistent with the simulation.

5 CONCLUSION

In summary, we proposed and verified the method of the
metasurface design via incorporating antenna radiators into
the substrates, which further brought new vitality to function
integration and performance improvement. By inserting the

antenna array into the dielectric substrate under the PC
metasurface, the optimal electrical substrate thickness for
PC at two separate bands is achieved simultaneously. Based
on such a method, not only radiation function is added to the
metasurfaces but also the original scattering-manipulation
function is augmented. As a scatter, it can achieve efficient
PC and then reduce out-of-band RCS. As a radiator, the
patch array can efficiently radiate electromagnetic waves
between the two RCS reduction bands. To verify the
method and the design, we design and fabricate the
metasurface prototype. Both the simulated and measured
results demonstrate that the designed metasurface not only
has satisfactory radiation performance but also realize the
efficient RCS reduction. This work provides an alternative
method of designing multi-functional metasurfaces, which
may find applications in smart skins, 5/6G communications
systems, and others.
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